
Criminal practice of Gaopeng&Partners is one of our advantage business.Our criminal lawyers are professional attorneys with good knowledge of company
law,financial law and criminal law.They graduated from best domestic law schools and have bachelor,master and doctor degrees,hold profound legal theories
and comprehensive practice experience.Some of them once worked in judicial department,and they are good at representing all kinds of important and
complicated criminal cases,especially in the economic crime,duty crime,crimes of bribery,drug,and violence.They have represented clients in many influential
cases and provided high quality services.

Criminal Defense

Detective Phase

Meet and communication with suspicion

Find out suspicion’s crime and other related information

Provide legal counsel to suspicion

Apply release on bail for suspicion

Submit defense opinion to authority

Represent to report and accuse

Review and indictment phase

Research and copy case-related information

Meet and communicate with suspicion

Investigate and collect evidence

Submit defense opinion to procuratorate

Ask for detention necessity review

Represent to report and accuse

Trial(first instance)

Research and copy case-related information

Meet and communicate with defendant

Investigate and collect evidence

Prepare for trial

Participate in trial,deliver defense opinion such as not guilty,reducing sentence,and exemption

Trial(second instance)

Study the fact determined and law application and sentence in first instance trial

Help appellant to submit petition and appeal

Research and copy case-related information

Meet and communicate with appellant

Criminal
Practice(Including

Enterprise Criminal
Compliance)

CRIMINAL P RACTICE(INCL UDING

E NTE RP RISE CRIMINAL COMP L IANCE)



Investigate and collect new evidence

Participate in trial and deliver defense opinion

Submit written defense opinion if the court decide not to hear

Death penalty review stage

interviews and correspondence with the accused

Investigate and gather evidence

Defense for not guilty or defense against death penaltyDeath Review Phase

Criminal Accuse and Representation

Represent in all kinds of private prosecution and public prosecution

Represent in Civil Suit Collateral to Criminal Proceedings

Civil-criminal cross case

Help client to deal with civil-criminal cross case, advice client to start civil proceeding or criminal proceeding in terms of condition

Criminal-administrative cross case

Help client to deal with criminal-administrative cross case, advice client to start administrative proceeding or criminal proceeding in terms of condition

Enterprise Criminal Compliance

Regular counsel and project counsel on criminal compliance

Criminal compliance training

Help to make criminal compliance system

Help to promote criminal compliance system

Criminal risk management

Provide integrated criminal risk examination to client

Provide criminal legal risk training to client

Make criminal risk prevention instruction to client

Cope with Criminal Crisis

Provide plan to deal with accidental criminal crisis

Assist client to cope with criminal crisis, make emergency treatment plan

Assist client to deal with authority’s criminal investigation, detection and subpoena



Provide defense opinion for client’s potential crime
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